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Reforms and Innovations Regarding Authors' a~d
Performers' Rights in France: Commentary on the
Law of July 3, 1985
by

JANE

C.

GINSBURG*

INTRODUCTION

Following thirteen months of parliamentary deliberations, on July
3, 1985, France enacted a law which brings major reforms and additions to its copyright act of March 11, 1957 .1 The new law becomes
effective on January 1, 1986. 2 Among the French modernizations
and innovations discussed in this Article are the new law's provisions
regarding: computer software protection and ownership; 3 royalties
for home taping of audio and audiovisual works;' and the recognition
and regulation of "neighboring rights." 6 These provisions extend
statutory protection for the contributions of performing artists, and
also accord reproduction and performance rights to the producers of
phono- and videograms. Other reforms include: a 20-year extension
of the duration of copyright in musical compositions; 8 the inclusion
of graphic and typographic designs within the subject matter of copyright;7 and the elimination of certain restrictions on the copyrightability of photographs. 8 This commentary attempts not only to set
forth and explicate these reforms, but also to analyze the extent to
which they may benefit U.S. authors and copyright holders. A concluding section emphasizes the need for U.S. legislative action in the
• Member of the New York Bar; Fulbright Scholar, Universite de droit, d'economie et des
sciences sociales de Paris (Paris II) ( 1984-85). The author wishes to thank Prof. Andre Fran,;on, Universite de Paris II, for his comments and suggestions.
Copyright © 1985 Jane C. Ginsburg.
I. France, Law No. 85-660 of July 3, 1985, Journal Officiel de la Republique Fran~aise,
U,O.] July 4, 1985, modifying and supplementing the Law of March 11, 1957, Law No. 57298 on literary and artistic property, J.O. March 14, 1957.
2. Law of July 3, I 985, art. 66.
3. Id., Title V, arts. 45-51.
4. Id., Title III, arts. 31-37.
5. Id., Title II, arts. I 5-30.
6. Id., art. 8.
7. Id., art. I, cl. 4.
8. Id., art. 3.
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home taping area, and recommends adoption of certain features of
the French home taping royalty scheme.
Unlike the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, France's law of July 3,
1985 does not replace the previous copyright act. Rather, the new
French law seeks to clarify and expand the protection of authors'
rights, while remaining within the framework of the 1957 act. It will
therefore be necessary to refer at points throughout this article to
that law. 9
As with most copyright reforms, technological innovations spurred
enactment of the new French law .10 The law of 1957, which largely
codified the case law construing the decrees of July 19-August 6,
1791 (affording a right of public performance), and of July 19-24,
1793 (conferring a right of reproduction), 11 left many questions open
regarding the public performance of audiovisual works. 12 Furthermore, the 1957 law granted no copyright interest to the producers of
sound recordings. The potential development of reprographic and
audio and audiovisual technologies was comprehended at the time of
the 1957 codification; nonetheless, the law codified the traditional
"private copying" exemption from the reproduction right without
limitations as to the medium of copying or the nature of the work
copied. 13 In addition, the 1957 law did not address performers'
rights.
The new law endeavors to accommodate new technologies, to adjust the economic balance between owners and users of works subject
to home taping, and to recognize the interests of performers and
sound recordings producers while harmonizing those interests with
the rights of authors whose works are performed or recorded. Certain provisions of the new law may promote or facilitate creation and
exploitation of copyrighted works in new media, particularly computer software, thus making France at once more competitive with
9. An English translation of the Law of March 11, 1957 is published in I UNESCO Copyright Laws and Treaties of the World (France, Item I).
I 0. Copyright itself is generally regarded as a consequence of the printing press: once
copies of a work could be reproduced and disseminated in large numbers, the author could
no longer exercise effective control over his work through application of property rights
based on ownership of a chattel. See, e.g., A. Latman, The Copyright Law 2-3 (1979).
l l. With regard to the enactment of the Law of March l l, 1957, see generally Escarra,
Le Projet de loi .franr;ais sur la propriete litteraire et artistique, Oct. 1954 Revue internationale du
droit d'auteur [RlDA) 3.
I 2. See, e.g., Senat, Rapport de la commission speciale (hereafter, S. Rapp.), No. 2 I 2, vol. 2
at 52 (March 20, 1985) (pointing out that the 1957 law was enacted in contemplation only of
broadcast over the airwaves, not of satellite or cable transmissions).
13. See Law of March II, 1957, art. 41, cl. 2.
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other software producing countries, such as the U.S., and more hospitable to the exploitation of software produced either outside of
France, or within France by employees or subsidiaries of foreign producers. Worthy of particular attention, the new law marks several advances over the state of protection of creative efforts in the U.S. The
French solution to the home taping problem may be instructive in
the event that Congress considers affording royalties for private reproductions of audio and audiovisual works. Similarly, advocates of
performance rights in sound recordings and of copyright-like protection for performers may find in the French law of July 3, 1985, a new
stimulus to legislative action in these areas. 14
I.

Computer Software Protection And Ownership

The law of March 11, 1957 did not address computer software explicitly. However, as originally composed, article 3 of the 1957 act
did include "scientific writings" in a non-limiting list of protected
works, and article 2 declared the protectibility of "all works of authorship, whatever their kind, their form of expression, their merit
or their purpose." The Cour de cassation, France's highest civil
court, has yet to render a decision regarding software protection.
Lower courts, however, had determined that computer programs, as
a form of "writing," fell within the broad scope of the 1957 act. 15
Article 3, the courts recognized, could be read to encompass
binumerical expressions of a program. Moreover, article 2 does not
distinguish between works of authorship which serve a useful purpose, and those which are purely aesthetic; 16 thus, according to these
14. U.S. copyright law does not currently accord an exclusive right of public performance
in sound recordings. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 106(4), ll4(a) (1976). In 1978, the then-Register of
Copyrights, Barbara Ringer, recommended extension of performing rights to performers and
record producers. See Performance Rights in Sound Recordings, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (June
1978) (H. Jud. Comm. Print No. 15). Congress, however, did not adopt the proposal. See
generally A. Latman, R.A. Gorman & J.C. Ginsburg, Copyright for the Eighties 424-25 (2d
ed. 1985).
15. See, e.g., Trib. Gr. Inst. Paris, Sept. 21, 1983, Apr. 1984 RIDA 156 (Apple Computer, Inc. v. Segimex).
16. The doctrine of the "unity of art" exemplifies French copyright's indifference to the
purpose served by the work. Under this doctrine, copyright protects works of applied art as
well as "pure" art. Thus, French courts have upheld copyright claims against unauthorized
copying of, for example, a wrought iron fence, and automobile parts. See, e.g., Cass. Civ.
Com., June 14, 1976, Jan. 1977 RIDA I 06; Cour d'appel de Pau, June 26, 1984, Oct. 1984
RIDA 196. Cf. 17 U.S.C. §§ 101, 115 (1976) (design of pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work,
to be protected by U.S. copyright, must be capable of existing separately from the useful
object in which it is incorporated); Norris Indus. v. ITT, 696 F.2d 918 (I Ith Cir. 1983), cert.
denied, 464 U.S. 818 (1983) (copyright protection denied; design of fanciful hubcap held
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courts, a computer program may not be disqualified from copyright
protection on the ground that the program is designed to achieve a
useful result.
On the other hand, while not codified in the 1957 act, the idea/
expression dichotomy exists in French as well as American copyright
doctrine. 17 Defendants seized on it to argue that computer programs
are mere processes whose expression is dictated by an obligatory
logic, hence the programs should not rank as original copyrightable
expressions. The lower French courts generally rejected both the
premise and the conclusion of this defense argument. 18 Two recent
decisions, however, muddied the waters on whether, and to what extent, the 1957 copyright law afforded protection for software. The
courts in question ruled that computer programs were not "aesthetic" works, and that their creation derived from a mental effort
more akin to devising an industrial procedure than to conception of a
work of authorship. 19 Exclusion of software from the ambit of copyright denies software producers the protection of any intellectual
property regime, for the French patent law explicitly eliminates computer programs from the realm of patentable subject matter. 20
The uncertainty whether the 1957 act shielded computer software
led advocates of protection to propose, with ultimate success, that the
inseparable from function of protecting wheel).
The design of a useful article may also be protected by the French design patent law of July
14, I 909, if the design is novel and is registered with the National Institute of Industrial
Property. Cf. 35 U.S.C. §§ 171-73 (1952). By contrast, in neither French nor U.S. copyright
is novelty a prerequisite to protection. Moreover, in France there is no registration requirement for copyrighted works; in the U.S., registration is not a prerequisite to protection, but
perfects the copyright owner's interest. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 408-12 (I 976).
I 7. See, e.g., H. Desbois, Le Droit d'auteur en France para. l 8-20bis (1978).
Like its predecessor, France's 1985 act does not codify the idea/expression dichotomy. Cf.
17 U.S.C. § 102(b) (1976).
18. See, e.g., Paris, Nov. 2, 1982, Apr. 1983 RIDA 148; Trib. Gr. Inst. Paris, June 27,
1984, Apr. 1985 RIDA 165; Trib. Gr. Inst. Paris, Sept. 21, 1983, supra note I 5.
19. Paris, June 4, 1984, Jan. 1985 RIDA I 78; Trib. Corr. Nanterre, June 29, 1984, Apr.
1985 RIDA 171.
The notion that a work must have aesthetic qualities or derive from artistically-oriented
mental processes is inconsistent with article 2 of the 1957 law, as well as with decisions of the
Cour de cassation. See, e.g., Cass. civ. Ire, April 15, 1982, Oct. 1982 RIDA 159 (overturning
decision which had denied protection to blueprints on the ground that creator's mental efforts were more technical than artistic; high court holds copyright protection independent of
all aesthetic and artistic considerations).
20. Article 6.2c of the French patent law of Jan. 2, 1968 (modified, July 13, I 978) excludes computer programs from patent protection. See also, Munich Convention of 1973 on
the European Patent, art. 52.2c. Nonetheless, while a computer program is not itself protectible under France's patent law, an industrial process which includes a computer program
may be patented. See Paris.June 15, 1981, 1981 P.l.B.D. III 175.
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copyright reform add to article 3 of the 1957 act an explicit recognition of software copyrightability. The initial reform bill made no
mention of software, and the Assemblee Nationale at first rejected
amendments expressly bringing computer programs within the ambit
of copyright protection. 21 The upper house (Senat), however, took a
different view. In a lengthy report to the Senat, a special commission
of senators appointed to study the copyright bill emphasized that
France was the leading European software producer, and that, worldwide, France followed only the U.S. and Japan in software production. Maintenance of French preeminence in the field, and protection
abroad, insisted the commission, required certainty of protection at
home. Surveying the possible avenues of protection, the commission
noted that France's exclusion of software from patent protection relegated software producers either to copyright, or to a sui generis regime. After observing that most software producing countries had
adopted the copyright route, the commission concluded that copyright on the whole afforded the most suitable means of protection.
Moreover, in the absence of multilateral treaties specifically governing software, only copyright protection would ensure French computer programs against piracy abroad. 22 These considerations led the
Senat to adopt a series of amendments both explicitly recognizing the
copyrightability of software, and regulating its ownership and exploitation. The Assemblee Nationale eventually rallied to the Senat's
view. 23
21. See J.O. Debats, Ass. Nat., session of June 28, 1984, at 3850.
22. See S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. I at 70-72.
23. The legislative process in France differs in several respects from the one familiar in
the U.S. In France, a bill may originate in either house of the legislature (in which case it is
called a proposition de loi), or it may be delivered to the Assemblee Nationale on behalf of the
Prime Minister by the ministry within whose domain the subject matter of the bill falls (in
which case the bill is called a projet de loi). In the case of the 1985 copyright reform, the
Ministry of Culture drafted a projet de loi.
The bill is then debated before one house, which may amend it; upon passage in the first
house, the bill is transmitted to the other house. If the other house does not amend the bill,
the measure becomes law after it has been signed by the President of the Republic. If, as is
often the case, the other house amends the bill, the measure returns to the first house for a
"second reading." If on second reading, further amendments ensue, the bill is again transmitted to the other house for that house's second reading. If yet more amendments ensue, the
bill may return yet again to the first house for a third reading, or the Prime Minister may call
for the formation of ;('conference committee (commission paritaire) to establish a text. Both
houses then vote on the committee-formulated final text. If no conference committee is
formed, or if the committee is unable to establish a text, and the houses continue to adopt
different versions on third reading, the executive branch may request the Assemblee Nationale to establish a definitive text on fourth reading.
The 1985 reform went through two readings in each house, and then was submitted to a
conference committee, which composed a text selecting from both versions. After incorporat-
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The main problems confronting the legislators did not concern the
principle of copyright protection for software. Indeed, the principle
had arguably been established by the lower courts within the framework of the 1957 act. Rather, the difficulties encountered reflected
the legislators' perception that the 1957 act's provisions on ownership and exploitation of works of authorship were ill-adapted to the
software context. Appreciation of the 1985 reform's solution requires some explanation of France's general rules governing ownership and transfer of rights in copyrighted works.
The 1957 act declares the creator of a copyrighted work to be the
copyright owner, even when the work was created within the scope
of the author's employment. 24 Thus, traditional French copyright law
rejects the American regime of "works made for hire," in which the
employer is considered the "author" and initial copyright holder. 211
In addition, the 1957 act expressly declares the global grant of future
works null and void; 28 furthermore, the act requires that an agreement to transfer rights be in writing and specify the nature, purpose,
and duration of each grant of rights. 27 As a result, under traditional
French copyright law, an employment contract doe!' not automatically establish the employer as the author or tran;feree copyright
holder of any and all works created as part of the employment.
Rather, the employer must draw up separate contracts for each transfer of rights in each work created by the employee. Moreover, in
principle, the author's compensation must be in the form of royalties
reflecting a proportion of the sales of the work; a flat one-time payment is generally prohibited. 28 Where the work has more than one
ing a few amendments of an editorial nature, the Assemblee Nationale adopted the conference text on third reading, and the Senat, on third reading, accepted the Assemblee Nationale's amendments. On the legislative process in France, see generally, France, Constitution of
Oct. 4, 1958, arts. 39-45; M. Duverger, Le Systeme politique Franfais at 357-63, 388-92 (18th
ed. 1985).
24. Law of March 11, 1957, art. I.
25. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 101, 20l(b) (1976).
Article 9, cl. 3, and article 13 of the 1957 law provide a narrow exception from the rule of
author-ownership in the case of collective works. Under French copyright law, a collective
work is one whose creation was inspired and coordinated by a human or legal person, and
which derives from the efforts of several authors whose contributions form a single whole.
Examples of collective works are newspapers, encyclopedias and dictionaries. If the work
qualifies as a collective work, the law deems the person or entity who inspired and coordinated the work the initial copyright holder. Otherwise, initial copyright ownership is strictly
personal to a human author.
26. Law of March 11, 1957, art. 33.
27. Id., arts. 30, 31. See, e.g., Paris, Nov. 28, 1984, 1985 D.I.R. 316, obs. Colombet
(publishing contract failing to specify duration of grant held null and void).
28. Id., art. 35. See, e.g., Cass. civ. Ire, Oct. 9, 1984, 1985 D.I.R. 316, obs. Colombet
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author, the written agreement of each author is generally required
before the grantee may exploit the work. 29
Further complications ensue from the French law regime of
"moral rights." Up to now, the discussion has concerned the economic interests in a copyrighted work. Unlike U.S. law, French copyright law explicitly consecrates, in addition to the author's pecuniary
interests, the author's "personality" interest in his work; French law
thus accords the author the rights, independent of transfer or retention of economic rights in the work, to demand that his name be
associated with the work and to prevent alterations to the work; 30 to
make the work known to the public; 31 and to withdraw the work
from circulation. 32
The 1957 act's moral and economic rights regimes could pose formidable inhibitions to the creation and exploitation of computer programs-works most often produced within the context of an employment relationship, and frequently generated through the cooperation
of several programmers. 33 The French legislators recognized that
promotion of the domestic software industry required significant
modifications to the general rules of copyright ownership and exploitation, and after some debate, adopted a system somewhat resembling U.S. copyright.
Under the 1985 reform, absent agreement to the contrary, the employer is deemed the copyright owner of software created by his employees.34 The employer is not, however, considered the statutory
(author's royalty must be based on publisher's gross, not net, profits from sale of book).
29. Id., art. I 0, cl. 2. But see art. I 5, cl. I; art. I 7, cl. 3 (delineating certain exceptions for
cinematographic works). The rule that all co-authors must agree upon the alienation of rights
reflects general rules of co-ownership in France. See Code Civil, art. 8 I 5 (individual co-owner
may not sell property held in common unless all co-owners agree, or unless, upon co-owner's
petition, court orders the sale).
In U.S. copyright law, by contrast, in the case of a joint authorship the written authorization of one author suffices to transfer exclusive rights in the work; the grantor is obliged to
account to her co-authors for profits, but need not secure their consent to the grant. See A.
Latman, supra note I 0, at 96.
30. Law of March I I, 1957, art. 6.
3 I. Id., art. I 9. On the moral rights to prevent alterations to the work, and to make the
work known to the public, see generally Fran~on & Ginsburg, Author's Rights in France: The
Moral Right of the Creator of a Commissioned Work to Compel the Commissioning Party to
Complete the Work, 9 Art & L. 381 (1985).
32. Law of March I I, I 957, art. 32.
33. It appears that many, if not most, computer programs would not qualify as collective
works under the conditions imposed by the 1957 act. See S. Rapp. No. 212 vol. I at 65-66.
34. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 45. Cf. Law of March I I, 1957, art. 9, cl. 3, art. 13 (promoter of a collective work deemed initial copyright holder).
The French legislature rejected an amendment which would have deemed the commissioning party the initial title holder of software created by an independent contractor. See S.
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"author." The concept of authorship remains strictly personal and
confined to the physical creator of the work. Denominating the employer the initial copyright holder reflects a compromise: all economic rights vest automatically in the employer, but the moral rights
in the program, albeit restricted in scope, remain with the individual
creator. Thus, the employer or commissioning party is not obliged to
pay royalties to the programmer; a flat compensation (implicitly, the
compensation afforded by the employment contract) is permitted. 311
With regard to moral rights, the programmer may compel association of his name with the program he created, but absent agreement
to the contrary he may neither demand the program's withdrawal
from publication, nor object to its adaptation by a grantee whose
contract of transfer includes the right to adapt the work. 36
The 1985 reform's software regime presents other departures
from the general scheme of French copyright. Protection for most
copyrighted works endures for the life of the author plus fifty
years, 37 or, in the case of pseudonymous, collective and posthumous
works, for fifty years following publication. 38 Sharply reducing the
shielded period, the 1985 law extends protection to software for only
Rapp. No. 410 at 8 (conference committee report, June 21, 1985). Cf. 17 U.S.C. § IOI
(1976) (defining works created by employee within scope of employment as works made for
hire, but narrowly delineating categories of commissioned works which may be deemed works
made for hire). But cf. Aldon Accessories v. Spiegel, 738 F.2d 548 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 105
S.Ct. 387 (I 984) (work not within the statutory categories, but prepared by independent contractor under commissioning party's actual supervision and control held a work made for hire
on the ground that, under circumstances case presented, the independent contractor should
be considered an employee).
35. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 49.
36. Id., art. 46. In this respect, the 1985 copyright law resembles article 4 of the French
patent law of 1968 (modified 1978), which prescribes that salaried inventors are entitled to
be credited for their inventions.
Because moral rights are ordinarily inalienable, see Law of March I I, 1957, art. 6, a grant
of rights to adapt a work does not prevent the author from asserting his moral right of integrity against authorized adaptations which the author finds objectionable. Article 46 of the
1985 law, by contrast, in effect declares the right of integrity alienated together with the
pecuniary right to create adaptations. This restriction on the retention of moral rights in
software, however, may not clash with article 6 of the 1957 law, because the 1985 act does
not completely assimilate software to more traditional works of authorship, see infra, text at
note 40. The restriction of moral rights does, however, pose a question regarding the 1985
act's conformity with article 6bis of the Berne Convention, which provides that, independently of, and even following, the grant of economic rights in his work, an author retains the
right to object to any modification of the work which may harm the author's reputation.
(The U.S. is not a party to the Berne Convention.)
3 7. Law of March I I, 1957, art. 21. Article 8 of the 1985 law, however, extends the term
of protection of musical works to the life of the author plus 70 years. See infra text accompanying notes 126-27.
38. Law of March I I, 1957, arts. 22, 23.
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twenty-five years. 39 On the other hand, certain aspects of the reform
grant greater protection to software than to other copyrighted
works. While copyright in other works does not protect against "use"
of the work, nor against "private copying" of the work for personal
use, 40 the provisions on software prohibit both unauthorized uses and
private preparation of copies for any purpose other than creation of
a back-up copy as a "safeguard" against destruction of the original. 41
The significant differences between the general regime of copyright ownership and exploitation and the new software regime
prompted the Senat commission to observe that under the reform
law, software "is not purely and simply assimilated to works of authorship, but is invested uniquely with prerogatives related to copyright. " 42 This pronouncement would appear to support the views of
those French critics who maintain that the 1985 act's rather American-style regime does not confer a "real" (French) copyright on
software. 43 One may hope, however, that the pronouncement does
not obscure the legislators' essential goal that software be indeed
equated to works of authorship with regard to the fundamental principle of protection. In other words, the 1985 law establishes particular modes of determination of ownership and of transferring rights,
and a shorter shield period; but the reform basically seeks to confirm
the dominant case law trend that a computer program is no less entitled to protected status than other, more traditional, works of authorship. The reform's inclusion of software within the 1957 act's
article 3 illustrative list of protected works should dispel any remaining doubts about the coverage of software of all varieties, whether in
the form of applications programs with which the computer user interacts, or in the form of operation systems programs which communicate directly to the machine.
Finally, non-French software copyright holders benefit by the 1985
act's provisions, if the foreign producer is a citizen of a country, such
as the U.S., which is party to an international copyright treaty to
which France is also a party, or if the foreign producer is a citizen or
39. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 48.
40. Law of March 11, 1957, art. 41, cl. 2. See S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. I at 62-63.
41. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 47. Cf. 17 U.S.C. § I 17, Pub. L. No. 96-517 § 10, 94 Stat.
3028 (Dec. 12, 1980) (permitting the owner of a copy of a program to create another copy
for "archival" purposes); Micro-Spark Inc. v. Amtype Corp., 592 F. Supp. 33 (D. Mass.
1984); Atari v. JS&A Group, 597 F. Supp. 5 (N.D. Ill. 1983) (both holding§ 117 archival
copy exception applicable only to the computer user's production of a copy when the original
program is susceptible to destruction or damage by mechanical or electrical failure).
42. S. Rapp. No. 350 at IO (June 11, 1985).
43. Interview with Prof. Andre Frarn;:on, July 16, 1985.
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domiciliary of a country which grants protection to computer programs created by French citizens or domiciliaries."

II.

Home Taping

Article 41 of the 1957 act sets forth several limitations on copyright. Some of these may be analogized to the U.S. "fair use" exception, for they permit unauthorized reproductions for purposes such
as criticism, scholarship, journalism, and parody. 45 Article 41 's "private copying" exemption, however, appears considerably broader
than the fair use exception, even as interpreted in the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision in Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios. 46 Article 41, clause 2 provides: "When a work has been disclosed, the
author may not prohibit . . . copies or reproductions strictly reserved for the personal use of the copyist and not intended for collective use. " 47
44. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 51.
Article 7 of the Universal Copyright Convention, the major international copyright treaty
to which both France and the U.S. are party, may, however, provoke some hesitation regarding the extension of French software protection to foreign software producers. Article 7
states that the Convention does not apply to works which, at the time of the Convention's
effective date, were never protected in the country where protection is claimed. The 1971
revision of the Universal Copyright Convention (which includes article 7) entered into force
in France in 1974. At this time, computer programs were arguably not protected in France,
for the issue of software copyrightability had not yet confronted the French courts. On the
other hand, if one assimilates computer programs to other forms of writings (which the
French courts eventually did), article 7 would not pose an impediment to protection of foreign software in France via the Universal Copyright Convention. In any event, even were
article 7 applicable, U.S. software would be protected in France because French software is
protected in the U.S., provided there is compliance with U.S. copyright formalities. See I 7
u.s.c. § 104 (1976).
45. Law of March 11, 1957, art. 41, els. 3, 4. Cf. 17 U.S.C. § 107 (1976) (setting forth
illustrative criteria for application of fair use exception to copyright infringement, and mentioning works of criticism, scholarship, research and news reporting as examples of works
which may satisfy criteria).
46. 464 U.S. 4 I 7 (1984).
4 7. The private copying exemption, as well as the fair use-type exemptions contained in
article 41, apply only to works which have been made public. Thus, there is no exemption for
unauthorized copying from unpublished works. See also, Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, arts. 10, 10-bis. Cf. Harper & Row v. Nation Enters., 105
S. Ct. 2218 (1985) (declaring unauthorized copying from unpublished work presumptively
inexcusable under the fair use doctrine). The moral right of divulgation provides the primary
basis for the French exclusion of unpublished works from the private copying and other exemptions. Similar concerns appear to have motivated the U.S. Supreme Court's presumptive
elimination of unpublished works from works subject to the fair use exemption. The court
cited, in addition to the author's property interest in exclusive control of prepublication
rights, the author's '!personal interest in creative control" during the "critical stage" "encompassing the work's initiation, its preparation, and its grooming for public dissemination." Id.
at 2228 (emphasis supplied).
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As elaborated by the caselaw, none of which addresses home taping, the statutory exemption benefits only those copyists who produce and retain the copy by and for themselves. Copies produced by
a third party on behalf of a private individual, or produced by the
individual through the means of copying equipment (for example, a
photocopier) belonging to a third party, do not qualify for the exemption.48 These conditions, however, would not appear to pose significant obstacles to home taping, for one may assume that in most
cases the copyist owns an audio or audiovisual recorder. At most (and
assuming arguendo that the prohibition would be enforceable), the
conditions would prohibit a private individual from producing a copy
of an audio or audiovisual work for another person. Notably, article
41, clause 2 does not require the copyist to justify the purpose of his
reproduction, nor-in contrast to the U.S. fair use doctrine-does
the French private copying exemption pose the condition that the
copying not harm the potential market for the copyrighted work. 49
At the time of its enactment, article 41, clause 2 occasioned little
legislative debate. The president of the legislative commission appointed to study the proposed law simply stated that the 1957 act
codified the traditional distinction between public and private uses of
copyrighted works. 60 The traditional exemption envisioned manuscript or typewritten copies whose production would be too laborious
to yield a number of copies sufficient to undermine the work's economic value. Some commentators perceived, however, that the historic public/private use distinction could pose a danger to copyrighted works as the technology of reproduction evolved. 61 By the
48. See, e.g., Cass. civ. I re, March 7, 1984, July 1984 RIDA I 5 I (Rannou-Graphie) (rejecting contention of defendant photocopy center that copies made by or on behalf of private
users on photocopy center's equipment qualify for the private copying exemption). See generally Gaubiac, Les Nouveaux moyens techniques de reproduction et le droit d'auteur, Oct. 1984
RIDA 23, 59-75.
49. Cf. 17 U.S.C. § 107(4). In Sony, 464 U.S. at 417, the Supreme Court held that the fair
use exception applied to defendant manufacturers of videocassette machines because plaintiff
film producers had not demonstrated the potential economic harm of time shifting on the
market for their works. In Harper & Row, 105 S.Ct. at 2228, the Supreme Court declared the
fair use factor concerning economic harm to the work's potential market "undoubtedly the
single most important element of fair use."
50. Escarra, supra note 11 at 23.
51. Indeed, the dangers of the private copying exception had been anticipated at least as
early as 1927. See Collova, Reproduction sonore et visuelle pour l'usage personnel, July 1979
RIDA 45 at 77, I 05 (quoting Piola-Caselli, Trattato del diritto di autore e del contrato di edizione,
Turin 1927: Prof. Piola-Caselli foresaw that "with the progress of phonographic, cinematographic, and radiophonic_procedures, it is already possible today, and it will be even easier
tomorrow, for thousands of persons to appropriate music or theater in order to introduce
them into their own homes").
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mid-l 950s critics were calling into question the validity of the public/private copying distinction, asserting that the burgeoning technology of the tape recorder would have the cumulative effect of converting "private" uses into "disguised public uses." 112 When the 1957
legislators failed to heed these warnings, the head of the French composers' rights organization, the SACEM, charged that the legislators
had unthinkingly and unwisely perpetuated an unrealistic distinction
between public and private copying. 113
By the time the legislators took up the copyright reform bill in
1984, the threat that home taping posed to authors of audio and audiovisual works had become apparent. According to a study conducted in 1983 regarding home audiotaping, half of French households possessed audiotape recorders or cassette machines, which had
cumulatively recorded over 250 million tapes or cassettes. Musical or
theatrical works accounted for ninety-five percent of the material recorded. Sixty-one percent of the recordings were made from records
or prerecorded cassettes; twenty-four percent were taped off the radio; nine percent were recorded from a tape or cassette recorded by
another private individual; and four percent were taped off the television. 114 Between 1978 and 1983 sales of long-playing records had
diminished by almost a third, 1111 while between 1977 and 1982 sales of
blank audiotape or cassettes had almost doubled. 116 By 1984 approximately 40 million blank audiocassettes and approximately 12 million
blank video cassettes were sold annually in France. 117 The legislators
acknowledged that private copying had become "a new mode of exploitation of copyrighted works. " 118
Even before the 1985 reform, the legislature had ventured to address the home taping problem. In 1976, parliament had debated,
and ultimately rejected, imposition of a four percent tax on audiotape recorders. The proposed tax would not have directly benefited
authors, however, it would have funded a national center for music
52.

See Saporta, Les Reproductions mecaniques et leur usage prive, Oct. 1953 RIDA 65 at 71,

77.
53. See Tournier, Le Bilan de la loi, Oct. 1958 RIDA 73, 95-97.
54. See Assemblee Nationale, Rapport de la commission des Lois (hereafter A.N. Rapp.) No.
2235 at l 2 (June 26, l 984); S. Rapp. No. 2 l 2, vol. 3 at l 0.
55. A.N. Rapp., supra note 54, at 12.
56. See G. Davies, Private Copying of Sound and Audiovisual Recordings 205 (1984). See
also id. at 26-51 (comparing sales of blank to prerecorded tape in EEC countries).
57. S. Rapp., supra note 54, at 22.
58. A.N. Rapp., supra note 54, at l 2. See generally Massouye, La Copie privee: un nouveau
mode d'exploitation, 1982 Le Droit d'auteur 8 l.
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and dance. 119 The SACEM strongly opposed the measure, and no further action was taken before the 1985 reform.
The 1985 reform does not prohibit home taping. The legislators
recognized that "it no longer seems possible to call into question the
right of individuals to reproduce works of authorship by means of
~xisting technology. " 80 On the other hand, it had become clear that
home taping should no longer be free of remuneration to the authors
of the works recorded. 81 Accordingly, the 1985 reform adopts a form
of compulsory license for home taping. Rights holders may not prohibit home taping, but they will receive a royalty from the sale of
blank audio and audiovisual tapes and cassettes. The beneficiaries of
the royalty include not only authors but performers and producers,
for the 1985 law recognizes the "neighboring rights" of these
groups. 82 In the case of audio works, authors will receive one-half of
the sums collected, performers will receive one-fourth, and producers
will receive the remaining fourth. In the case of audiovisual works,
each of these parties will receive one-third. 88
The main subjects of discussion before the French parliament concerned whether to place the royalty on blank tape or on recording
machines, and the method of determining and collecting the royalty.
The initial bill proposed imposing the royalty on blank tape, and, following consideration of the alternatives, both houses of parliament
adhered to this proposal. France, therefore, joins Austria and Hungary in setting the royalty on blank tape, 84 rather than the Federal
59. See J.O. Debats, Ass. Nat., Session of Oct. 26, 1976, at 7024. Cf. Loi de finances de
1976, J.O. Dec. 31, 1975, at 13567 (imposing a three-percent tax on photocopy machines
manufactured in or imported into France; the tax was not intended for distribution to authors and publishers but to the National Fund for Books).
60. J.O. Debats, Ass. Nat., First Session of June 28, 1984, at 3825 (remarks of Depute
Metzinger).
61. In addition to recognizing the economic threat that home taping posed, the 1985
law's drafters acknowledged that a continued nonremunerative exemption for home taping
could render France in violation of its obligations under international copyright treaties, particularly the Berne Convention, art. 9.2. See Projet de loi relatif aux droits d'auteur . . . at 8
Qune I, 1984). See also UNESCO-OMPI (WIPO), Groupe d'experts sur la reproduction
nonautorisee d'enregistrements, d'emissions et de documents imprimes, July 1984 RIDA 193-95,
I 984 Le Droit d'auteur I 71 (concluding that states party to the Berne and Universal Copyright
Conventions should not afford exceptions to the right of reproduction in favor of private
copying; but indicating that an exception accompanied by a remuneration based on sale of
reproduction equipment or tapes could be consistent with the two treaties).
62. See infra text accompanying notes I 05-129.
63. ~w of July 3, 1985, art. 36.
64. Austria, Law of July 2, 1980. See I UNESCO Copyright Laws and Treaties of the
World (Austria, Item !). Hungary, Law of Nov. 20, 1982. See 2 UNESCO Copyright Laws
and Treaties of the World (Hungary).
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Republic of Germany, which originally placed the royalty on sales of
audio recorders. 611 The French legislators determined that a blank
tape royalty corresponded more closely to the actual reproduction of
copyrighted works (each blank tape being a potential future copy of a
protected work), and would create less distortion in the market than
a royalty on recording equipment. 66 Noteworthy in this context, tlfe
German royalty on recording machines has not produced the revenues initially expected, primarily because the royalty, which reflects a
percentage of the purchase price of the machine, has declined along
with the price of the machine. 67
The French tape and cassette royalty would be paid by French
manufacturers and importers (in anticipation that they will pass this
cost along to consumers), and will be based on the type of tape and
recording time. 68 The royalty will be a flat sum per tape, the precise
sum to be determined by a commission representative of the diverse
interests at stake: half of the commission's members will represent
authors; one-fourth will represent manufacturers and importers; the
remaining fourth will represent consumers. A representative of the
State will preside over the commission. An order of the Minister of
Culture will determine which organizations of authors, manufacturers and consumers may designate the commission's members. 69 The
royalty will be collected by authors', performers' and producers'
rights organizations which have been certified pursuant to Title IV
of the 1985 law, a part of the reform measure containing rather elaborate mechanisms for the governance of certain activities of these organizations. 70 The sums collected will be distributed according to the
65. Germany, Federal Republic of, Copyright Law of Sept. 9, 1965, art. 53(5). See 2
UNESCO Copyright Laws and Treaties of the World (Germany, Item l, at IO). But see Addendum, p. ll 7.
66. A.N. Rapp., supra note 54, at 12-13; S. Rapp., supra note 54, at 8-10.
67. See G. Davies, supra note 56, at 89. But see Addendum, p. ll7.
68. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 33.
69. Id., arts. 32, 34.
70. Id., art. 35, cl. I.
The 1985 reform subjects authors', performers', and producers' rights societies to detailed
regulation of their activities. For example, articles 34 and 41 of the 1985 law provide that
these societies must submit their by-laws, general operating procedures and account books to
the Minister of Culture. Article 34 also sets forth the individual rights of members of the
societies. Article 38 imposes certain limits on the societies regarding the disposition of the
sums collected from the home taping royalty and from the compulsory license for public
performance of phonograms (see infra text accompanying notes 118-23). Twenty-five percent
of the sums collected from the home taping royalty, and 50 percent of the undistributable
sums collected from the phonograms performance license must be devoted to activities assisting the creation and communication of live theater, and aiding the training of performing
artists. (A portion of the phonogram performance royalty is undistributable because article
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estimated frequency with which each work is recorded. 71
The 1985 act provides certain exemptions from the home taping
royalty. Broadcasters, professional producers of audio and audiovisual works, and organizations aiding the aurally and visually handicapped are entitled to reimbursement from the collection societies
for the royalties paid on the blank tape. 72
The setting of a home taping royalty rate awaits the formation of
the commission. In the legislative reports, however, the Assemblee
Nationale suggested that a rate of two francs per audiotape and seven
to ten francs per videotape might provide appropriate compensation. 78 The Senat Commission estimated that the home taping royalties would produce at least 200 million francs a year. 74 The text of
the 1985 law indicates that the rate may be redetermined over
time. 711
The U.S. experience with the compulsory license for the reproduction of sound recordings may serve as a point of reference for analyzing the French scheme. That experience reveals that periodic rate
changes are necessary to ensure authors continued meaningful compensation. Moreover, entrusting the task of rate-setting to a commission rather than to statutory amendment provides greater flexibility. 76 Even in the hands of a commission, however, the process may
be long, cumbersome, and entirely satisfactory to none. For example,
the U.S. Copyright Royalty Tribunal-the body charged with periodically adjusting the compulsory license royalties for reproduction of
sound recordings, cable transmissions, juke box performances, and
certain public broadcasting uses77-took over a year to adjust the
sound recordings rate. 78 The result, deemed too low by composers
28 of the 1985 law disqualifies certain would-be recipients, see infra text accompanying notes
130-32).
71. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 35, cl. 2. On estimation of the frequency with which a work
is recorded, see infra note 96 and accompanying text.
72. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 37. See A.N. Rapp., supra note 54, at 62; S. Rapp. No. 212,
vol. 2 at 24.
73. See A.N. Rapp., supra note 54, at 61.
74. S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. 3 at 16, 22.
75. Article 34 of the 1985 law refers to the "decisions" of the commission, thus indicating that rate-setting may not be a one-time affair.
76. Between 1909 (the date of the penultimate U.S. Copyright Act) and 1978 (the effective date of the 1976 Copyright Act), there was no change in the statutorily-prescribed compulsory license royalty for sound recordings. See generally A. Latman, R.A. Gorman & J.C.
Ginsburg, supra note 14, at 352-53.
77. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 801-10 (1976).
78. See Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am. v. Copyright Royalty Tribunal, 662 F.2d l (D.C.
Cir. 1981).
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and music publishers, but deemed too high by record producers, lead
to cross appeals to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit. That court upheld the Tribunal's initial rate increase, but
invalidated the Commission's decision as to interim rate adjustments. 79 The judicial review phase of compulsory license rate-setting,
however, does not figure in the French scheme.
The 1985 law provides that the French commission's home taping
royalty decisions become final if, within one month, the commission's
president has not requested a second deliberation; the law sets forth
no appeals mechanism. 80 The French commission's inclusion of representatives of the interested parties may, however, help to alleviate
dissatisfaction; the 1976 U.S. Copyright Act provides that the President shall appoint the Tribunal's commissioners, but makes no reference to the commissioners' affiliations; 81 nor have the U.S. commissioners in fact included representatives of the interested groups. 82
The impact of the French home taping royalty on U.S. copyright
holders may be of considerable interest to American readers, for
U.S. musical and audiovisual works are widely disseminated and performed in France. For example, in 1983, U.S. compositions accounted for the largest proportion-approximately 30 percent-of
musical works publicly performed in France for which the SACEM
distributed royalties to foreign composers' rights organizations. 83 As
for audiovisual works, this writer's informal survey revealed that over
half of the films (first run and revival) shown in Paris in mid-summer
1985 were produced in the U.S. Indicative of the popularity of U.S.produced entertainment, Dallas and Dynasty are among the most
widely-viewed television programs in France. The Senat commission
has deplored the "invasion of Europe by American television programs," but has acknowledged that, without resort to American programs, French television would have little to broadcast. 84
In conjunction with the observation that a large proportion of the
works susceptible to home taping in France are U .S.-copyrighted
79. Id.
80. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 34.
81. 17 u.s.c. § 802 (1976).
82. Cf. 17 U.S.C. § I 18(b) (1976) (setting forth alternative to compulsory license for public broadcasting use of published non-dramatic musical works, and for published pictorial,
graphic or sculptural works: interested parties may, notwithstanding antitrust laws, negotiate
collective licensing rates; such collective agreements, if timely filed with the Copyright Office,
are given effect in lieu of license rates set by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal).
83. SACEM, 1983 Rapport d'activite 34. British musical compositions came in a distant
~econd, with an approximately 17 per cent share of foreign rights distribution.
84. S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. I at 39.
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works, it should also be mentioned that the 1985 law does not include all foreign rights-holders within the classes of home taping royalty beneficiaries. To determine which non-French rights-holders
may claim home taping royalties in France, one must distinguish between authors of the underlying audio and audiovisual works fixed in
phono- and videograms, and producers of phono- and videograms. Article 28 of the 1985 law sets forth a special limitation applicable to
home copies reproduced from prerecorded phono- or videograms (as
opposed to copies taped from a broadcast or cable transmission). Article 28 provides that when a prerecorded phono- or videogram is the
source of the home copy, the right to remuneration for the home
taping attaches only to phono- or videograms first fixed in
France-unless an applicable treaty indicates otherwise.
With regard to authors of the works fixed in phono- and videograms, there is an applicable treaty, the Universal Copyright Convention, to which both France and the U.S. are party. Under this
treaty's principle of national assimilation, a work which is either first
published in a signatory country, or which is unpublished, but authored by a citizen of a signatory country, receives the same scope of
protection as that accorded a domestic work in the signatory country
where protection is claimed. 85 Thus, the restriction in article 28 of
the new French law would not apply to U.S. authors of the underlying works fixed in phono- and videograms. These persons therefore
qualify for a share of the home taping royalties, regardless of
whether the private copy derives from a prerecorded source, or from
a broadcast or cable transmission.
U.S. producers of phonograms are less fortunately situated. Article
28 of the 1985 law appears to disqualify them from sharing in royalties for home copies taped from prerecorded sources. While the Universal Copyright Convention covers works fixed in a sound recording, it does not protect the sound recording itself. Nor, it seems, is
there another applicable international treaty exempting U.S. phonogram producers from the article 28 exclusion. The Geneva Phonograms Convention of 1971, which protects producers of phonograms
against unauthorized reproductions, does not apply in the home taping context: article 2 of that treaty provides that each signatory country will protect record producers from other signatory states against
unauthorized reproductions when the copies are made for "public
distribution. " 88 Thus, one can fairly conclude that article 28 of
85.
86.

Universal Copyright Convention, art. 2.
Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms Against Unauthorized
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France's 1985 law excludes U.S. record producers from entitlement
to a portion of the home taping royalty when the copy is made from
a prerecorded record or tape.
Do U.S. producers of sound recordings fare better when the home
copy derives from a broadcast or cable transmission? The 1985 law in
this regard contains no specific limitation to phonograms first fixed
in France. But, as a general matter, foreign authors may not claim
the benefits of internal French copyright law unless an applicable
treaty so directs, or unless the country of the work's origin accords
"sufficient and efficient" copyright protection to French works. 87 As
discussed above, there is no applicable treaty. With regard to the alternative reciprocity requirement, one view holds that the protection
in the country of origin must be fully coextensive with French protection, while another, and more probable, view maintains that a protection consistent with fundamental copyright principles suffices. 88
The U.S. has not at present adopted a home taping royalty; it therefore seems that the more restrictive interpretation of the reciprocity
requirement would leave U.S. record producers without rights to remuneration for home copies taped from broadcast or cable transmissions. By contrast, the second interpretation of the reciprocity requirement appears to aid U.S. record producers, for section 104 of
the 1976 Copyright Act extends full U.S. protection to French works
by virtue of France's and the U.S.'s common membership in the Universal Copyright Convention. It should be beyond genuine debate
that the U.S. copyright regime, even if different in many regards
from the French regime, respects fundamental copyright principles. 89
Duplication of their Phonograms, Geneva, Oct. 24, 1971, art. 2.
The International Convention on the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms
and Broadcast Organizations, Rome, Oct. 26, 1961, art. 5, mandates national treatment for
foreign phonogram producers from signatory states, but neither France nor the U.S. is party
to this treaty.
France's adoption of the neighboring rights of phonogram producers in the law of 1985
would enable France to ratify the Rome Convention, see S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. 1 at 25-26.
The Senat commission, however, has indicated that ratification of the Rome Convention may
be prejudicial to the rights of authors. Id. at 27-28. In any event, many consider the Rome
Convention too outdated to warrant ratification. See, e.g., H. Desbois, A. Fram;on & A. Kerever, Les Conventions intemationales du droit d'auteur et des droits voisins 346 (l 976).
87. Law No. 64-589 of July 8, 1964, J.O., July 9, 1964. See 1965 Revue critique de droit
international prive (Rev. Crit. Dr. Int. Pr.] 279, obs. Fran~on; 1967 Rev. Crit. Dr. Int. Pr. 667,
obs. Fran~on.
88. See generally, H. Desbois, supra note 17, at para. 797-98; H. Desbois, Encyclopedie
Dalloz de droit international: Propriete litteraire et artistique §§ 20-25; 41 (1969).
89. Moreover, it is arguable that the reciprocity requirement does not apply to sound
recordings. The law imposing the reciprocity requirement concerns works of authorship and
copyright. Sound recordings, in the French view, are not works of authorship, nor are they
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In sum, the 1985 law expressly denies foreign phonogram producers the benefits of the home taping royalty when the copy is made
from a prerecorded source; but the 1985 law's silence with regard to
copies made from broadcast or cable transmissions could enable U.S.
record producers to claim home taping royalties as to copies made
from broadcast or cable transmissions.
Videograms present similar problems of analysis. Under article 26
of the 1985 law, the producer of a videogram is the person who initiates and is responsible for the first fixation of a sequence of images,
whether or not accompanied by sounds. The fixation of the images,
however, is not itself considered a work of authorship either under
French law, or, apparently, under the Universal Copyright Convention. Thus, like U.S. phonogram producers, U.S. videogram producers would not be entitled to claim a home taping royalty from reproduction of prerecorded videograms, but might be able to participate
in royalties from reproduction of videograms taped off a broadcast or
cable transmission.
The more favorable position of U.S. authors under the home taping royalty scheme prompts the following question. Under the U.S.
law "works for hire" doctrine, the producer of an audiovisual
work-rather than the individual contributors-is generally considered the statutory author. 90 Under French law, by contrast, the individual contributors are deemed the authors. The producer may benefit by a presumptive grant of copyright from his employees, but he is
not considered the statutory author. 91 Which interested U.S. party,
then, is entitled to claim the author's share of the French home tapgoverned by copyright; instead, they fall under the regime of "neighboring rights." See infra
text accompanying notes 98-99.
Because the reciprocity requirement derogates from the general French civil law principle
that "foreigners enjoy in France all rights which are not expressly withheld," Cass. Civ., Dec.
22, 1959, 1959 D.J. 93, note Holleaux, one could urge that the scope of the requirement
should be construed restrictively to apply only to works of authorship. Sound recordings,
under that construction, would not be subject to the requirement. See Trib. Seine (refere),
Nov. 27, 1965, 1967 Rev. Tr. Dr. Com. 158, obs. Desbois (holding a Soviet choral director
entitled to invoke French neighboring rights protection against unauthorized reproduction in
France of a record containing his performance; the 1964 law, the court determined, applied
only to copyright, not to a performer's "neighboring rights"). See also, Fran~on, La Protection
par le droit d'auteur des oeuvres Sovietiques en France, Oct. I 974 RIDA 87, 95. Worthy of note,
the Soviet Union's nonmembership in any leading international copyright treaty, and its refusal to protect French works sparked France's enactment of the I 964 law. See generally H.
Desbois, supra note I 7, at para. 793. The USSR joined the Universal Copyright Convention
in 1973.
90. See 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1976).
91. Law of March 11, 1957, art. I; Law of July 3, I 985, art. 13.
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ing royalty, the individual contributors, or the employer-producer of
the audiovisual work?
The likely answer is that France would apply its own law, either on
the general ground that the law of the country where protection is
claimed governs questions regarding the claimant's status as author
or initial copyright holder, 92 or on the more specific ground that the
royalty scheme creates new rights whose beneficiaries must respond
to French law definitions, especially where a strong and long-standing
local legislative policy rejects the characterization of employer-producers of audiovisual works as authors. 98 It appears, then, that individual U.S. creators of audiovisual works made for hire would be entitled to the author's share of the home taping royalty, even though
these persons may be denied the status of "authors" and copyright
holders in the U.S .. 94 By the same token, U.S. producers could not
92. Article 2 of the Universal Copyright Convention's national assimilation rule requires
signatory countries to accord works from another signatory country the same protection
granted domestic works. Thus, in so far as the scope of the work's protection is concerned,
the treaty selects the law of the forum. But the treaty is silent with regard to which law
governs determination of the persons entitled to claim protection. Cf. Berne Convention for
the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, art. 14-bis.2 (determination of copyright titleholders in a cinematographic work reserved to the law of the country where protection is
claimed). One lower French court, however, has interpreted the national assimilation rule to
hold French law applicable to determine initial title to copyright. Trib. Gr. Inst. Paris, Nov.
13, 1975, Apr. 1976 RIDA 133. (The U.S. plaintiff did not claim to be the author of the
work at issue, a book of divine revelation. Agreeing that the book was the work of the Lord,
defendant disputed plaintiff's standing. The court determined that plaintiff met the conditions of article 11 of the 1957 law, under which a publisher of an anonymous work holds title
to the copyright as the representative of the unknown author.)
Moreover, under French choice of law rules, some authorities hold the law of the forum
applicable to all copyright issues. See, e.g., R. Plaisant, Jurisclasseur propriete litteraire et artistique Fasc. 370 § 25 (l 983); Cass. civ. Ire, Nov. 14, 1973, Apr. 1974 RIDA 66 (application,
without discussion, of French law to determine authorship status of Russian creators of opera
first published in Germany). But see Trib. Gr. Inst. Paris, Sept. 2 l, 1983, Apr. 1984 RIDA
I 56 (rejecting defendant's argument that the U.S. plaintiff-employer lacked standing to sue
because plaintiff was not the "author" of computer program at issue. The court replied that
under the U.S. works for hire doctrine, the employer was the "author," and therefore should
be considered the titleholder in the French action). Cf. Cass. civ. l re, April 29, 1970, 1970
Journal du droit international U- Dr. Int.) 936, note Fran~on, 1971 Rev. Crit. Dr. Int. Pr. 270,
note Batiffol (scope of transferee claimant's title determined by reference to law governing the
contract of transfer).
93. Even if French choice of law rules would designate the application of U.S. law to the
classification of copyright claimants, if the result of applying the U.S.-law classification would
contravene the policy underlying the 1985 law's home taping royalty scheme, a French court
will decline to apply U.S. law, and will instead enforce the French law definition of an author.
The "ordre public" exception to the application of the normally competent foreign law applies with greater force to the creation of rights in the· forum than to the recognition by the
forum of rights acquired under a foreign legal regime. See generally Y. Loussouarn & P.
Bourel, Droit international prive § 259 (2d ed. 1980).
94. Moreover, if the French law definition of authorship applies, it appears that the U.S.
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elude their exclusion from home taping royalties for copies made
from prerecorded sources by asserting their U .S.-law status as
"authors."
Does the 1985 Act's discrimination between home copies made
from prerecorded and broadcast/cable sources supply a workable distinction? After all, the home taping royalty is collected as of the sale
of the blank tape or cassette; that is, before a phono- or videogram
has been copied from any source. But the 1985 act provides that the
royalty is to be distributed in relationship to the frequency with
which each work is copied. 96 Although the law does not specify how
this frequency will be determined, the legislative reports refer to estimation procedures similar to the surveys the SACEM employs in order to distribute sums collected under performance licenses granted
discotheques, jukebox operators, sponsors of country fairs, and for
other modes of public performance not amenable to precise accounting for each composition performed. 96 Presumably, application of the
source of home taping distinction will require an analogous estimation of the frequency with which works are recorded from prerecorded or from broadcast/cable sources.
As already recounted, the sums collected would only partially benefit authors. Performers and producers of phono- and videograms are
entitled to a portion of the proceeds from the home taping compulsory license by virtue of the new law's recognition of neighboring
rights. In the U.S., the 1976 Copyright Act accords explicit protection to sound recordings, but only against reproduction,
and-subsequent to the Record Rental Amendment of 1984-public
lending of phonorecords. 97 U.S. law does not grant an exclusive right
to perform a sound recording, nor does it confer a public lending
right on producers of videograms. The statutory recognition of
neighboring rights in France extends the economic claims of phonoand videogram producers not only to reproductions and rentals, but
author of a literary work upon which a cinematographic work is based could be a home
taping royalty claimant, even if that author did not participate in the audiovisual work's creation. See Law of March 11, 1957, art. 14 (authors of underlying literary works are "assimilated" to co-authors of cinematographic works).
95. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 35, cl. 2.
96. See S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. 3 at I 9-20. In the situations cited in the text, the SACEM
conducts surveys by identifying a representative sample of music users, and then sending experts to note the compositions performed on the premises. See La SACEM et la SDRM at 32
(undated document).
97. 17 U .S.C. §§ I l 4(a) (limiting copyright in sound recordings to rights of reproduction,
adaptation, and public distribution); 109(b) (Record Rental Amendment of 1984, Pub. L. No.
98-4J>0 § 2, 98 Stat. 1727 (1984)).
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to public performances of the recordings. In addition, France's 1985
reform goes beyond current U.S. copyright law to recognize the interests of performers whose contributions are fixed in audio and audiovisual works.

III.

Neighboring Rights

Performers and phono- and videogram producers did not figure
among the beneficiaries of the 1957 copyright act. At the time of
that law's adoption, the Senat debated and rejected an amendment
which would have brought sound recordings within the scope of
copyright protection. To the 1957 legislators, the "technical effort"
of producing a sound recording was not of the same order (or merit)
as the "spiritual creation" of a musical work. Protection of sound recordings, the Senat concluded, should be left for another day's consideration and should be accomplished by means of a sui generis regime. 98 Thus in France, unlike the U.S., "the fixation of a series of
musical, spoken, or other sounds" does not qualify as a "work of
authorship. " 99
Prior to the 1985 reform, and in the absence of specific legislation,
the French courts applied general principles of tort law to secure
producers of sound recordings, as well as performers of recorded
works, against unauthorized copying of their efforts. Performers, the
French courts determined, also enjoyed a nonstatutory moral right to
prevent the use of their names in connection with the nonconsensual
reproduction of their performances. The seminal Furtwiingler cases
illustrate the use of both tort and moral rights precepts on behalf of
performers. In the first Furtwiingler case, the famous conductor demanded that his name be deleted from unauthorized recordings
made from a radio broadcast. The Cour d'appel de Paris declared
the performer's right to stop the unauthorized use of his name. 100
Undaunted, the producer of the recordings continued to distribute
the disks, relabelled "an anonymous baton conducts Beethoven's
Third." The "baton" did not remain anonymous for long, and a second Furtwiingler case ensued. This time, the conductor's heirs demanded that the records be withdrawn from circulation. Applying
section 1382 of the Civil Code, whose broad terms have been construed generously to accommodate all manner of claims arising out of
98. S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. I at 32.
99. See 17 U.S.C. § IOI (1976).
100. Paris, May 20, 1955, 1955 J.C.P. II No. 8806.
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harm caused by another's "fault," 101 the Cour de cassation announced that the performer may prohibit any unauthorized use of
his performance. 102
More recently, the High Court has repeated that the absence of
protection under the copyright law does not preclude the performer's claim under general tort principles, 103 and has extended the
scope of performers' rights to the prohibition of unauthorized broadcasts of authorized sound recordings. 104 Record producers too have
resorted successfully to tort law to prevent unauthorized reproductions of their recordings. 1011 But the High Court has rejected the producers' contention that record labels marked "not for broadcast"
supported a contract claim against a radio station that broadcast the
sound recordings so labeled. 106
The 1985 reform confirms the principle of protection for performers and producers, but applies the principle in a manner in some instances more extensive and in other instances more restrictive than
had the courts. Legislative consecration of performers' and producers' "neighboring rights," however, engendered some controversy.
Performer and producer efforts are auxiliary to and dependent on
the works performed and recorded. Authors' groups sought to ensure that statutory recognition of neighboring rights would not impede the copyright owners' exercise of rights in the underlying
works; they pressed for a declaration in the new law that neighboring
rights do not encroach upon the prerogatives of the copyright
owner. 107 The reform bill, as initially proposed and as first adopted
by the Assemblee Nationale, included such a declaration. The Senat,
however, deemed the declaration unrealistic: the rights of performers to prohibit the exploitation of their performances could indeed
come into conflict with the rights of authors to exploit the works performed. The Senat therefore preferred to recognize the authors'
concern by declaring the preemminence of copyright over neighboring rights. 108
101. See, e.g., Viney, La Responsabilite: Conditions, in 4 Traite de droit civil 526-664 (J.
Ghestin ed. 1982), Mazeaud, La faute objective, 1985 D.Chron 13.
I 02. Cass. civ. I re, Jan. 4, 1964, 1964 D.J. 32 I, note Pluyette, 1964 Rev. Trim. Dr. Com.
3 IO, obs. Desbois.
103. Cass. civ. Ire, Nov. 5, 1980, Apr. 1981 RIDA 158 (SNEPA I).
104. Cass. civ. Ire, Jan. 24, 1984, July 1984 RIDA 148 (SNEPA II).
105. See, e.g., Paris, Oct. 6, 1978, Apr. 1980 RIDA 156; Paris, May 15, 1969, 1970
J.C.P. II 16386, note Plaisant; Trib. Gr. Inst. Paris, April 7, 1977,Jan. 1979 RIDA 182.
106. SNEPA II, supra note 104.
107. See S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. 2 at 81.
108. See S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. I at 27-28; S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. 2 at 80-82, 143-46; S.
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The final text reflects a compromise. It deletes specific reference
to the supremacy of copyright, declares that neighboring rights do
not encroach upon the exercise of the copyright, but adds the direction that "no disposition of this Title shall be interpreted so as to
limit the exercise of the rights of the copyright holder." 109 Before
discussing the extent to which neighboring rights may yet interfere
with exercise of copyright, it is appropriate first to examine the 1985
law's delineation of the scope of neighboring rights.
With respect to performers, the 1985 law defines those entitled to
assert neighboring rights with such breadth that coverage appears to
extend to all but supernumeraries. 110 The new law declares the moral
right of performers to the recognition of their name, and to the integrity of their performance. 111 As with the moral rights of authors,
the moral rights of performers are inalienable and indefeasible, and
may be transmitted to the performers' heirs. 112
Regarding performers' pecuniary interests, the 1985 law announces as a general rule that the performer's written consent is prerequisite to the fixation, reproduction, or public communication of
his performance. 118 Subsequent dispositions, however, sharply curtail
the performer's ability to wield his right to prohibit the exploitation
of his performance.
In the case of audiovisual works, where a contract exists between
the performer and the producer, the contract is deemed to authorize
the fixation, reproduction and public communication of the performance.114 The new law thus takes away with one hand a good deal of
what it gave with the other: by signing a contract to appear in a film
or television show, the performer loses control over the exploitation
of his performance. What the performer loses in control, however,
he partially gains in monetary compensation. The new law also provides that the contract must specify a distinct compensation to the
performer for each mode of exploitation of the audiovisual work. 1111
The requirement that the contract set forth the remuneration for
Rapp. No. 350 at 24-25.
109. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 15, cl. I. The text of this article is identical to article I of
the Rome Neighboring Rights Convention.
11 0. Law of July 3, I 985, art. 16.
11 I. Id., art. 17.
112. See Law of March 11, 1957, art. 6.
113. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 18. This article also entitles the performer to prohibit the
separate use of the audio or visual portion of his performance when the performance was
fixed at once for sound and images.
114. Id., art. 19, cl. I.
I I 5. Id., art. 19, cl. 2. Cf. art. 13 (discussed infra, note I 34).
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each form of exploitation guarantees the performer against lump
sum compensation covering all modes of exploitation of the work.
Even if the contract does not specify a remuneration for certain
forms of exploitation, the performer may not prohibit the exploitation; however, the 1985 law establishes detailed procedures for calculating an appropriate compensation by agreements between representatives of employees and employers, or failing an agreement, by a
special commission composed of members of the public and private
law judiciary and of representatives of performers and their
employers. 118
Where the performer entered into a contract before the 1985 law's
effective date, the presumption of consent nonetheless applies, as
does the requirement of specific remuneration, but only as to modes
of exploitation for which the contract does not provide. 117 If, for example, the contract did not cover exploitation by sale of videocassettes, the performer would not be able to forbid the sale, but would be
entitled to additional compensation. By contrast, if the pre-1986 contract conferred, for a lump sum, the rights to exhibit the film containing the performance in movie theaters and on television, the performer would not be entitled to demand separate compensation for
these modes of exploitation; even though the lump sum may afford
less compensation than distinct remunerations gauged by collective
agreements or determined by the commission mentioned above.
In the case of commercial sound recordings, performers may prohibit unauthorized reproductions, but their exercise of rights of public performance encounters two important limitations. The 1985 law
establishes a compulsory license regarding the direct communication
of the sound recording in a public place, other than as part of a theatrical or similar entertainment.U 8 Hence, the performer would be
entitled to compensation for-but could not prohibit-the performance of a commercial sound recording over a sound system or a jukebox in, for example, discotheques, shopping centers, or restaurants.
The 1985 law also provides for a compulsory license for radio and
television transmissions, whether over the air, or by cable transmis116. Id., art. 19, els. 3, 4; art. 20. In France, administrative law matters are the exclusive
prerogative of a distinct set of public law tribunals headed by the Conseil d'Etat. The commission referred to in article 20 of the 1985 law will be presided by a member of the private
law judiciary designated by the first president of the highest private law court, the Cour de
cassation. The commission will also include a member of the Conseil d'Etat, and a person
designated by the Minister of Culture.
117. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 19, cl. 5.
118. Id., art. 22, cl. I.
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sions which are simultaneous with the broadcast over the airwaves,
and which communicate the program in its entirety. 119 Thus, the new
law cuts back on the decisions which had held radio broadcasts of
authorized sound recordings subject to a separate authorization by
the performer.
Under the 1985 law, producers of phono- and videograms also enjoy neighboring rights. The new law subjects to the producer's authorization any reproduction or public sale, exchange, rental, or
communication of a phonogram or videogram. 120 In the case of phonograms, however, the producer encounters the same compulsory license regimes as does the performer regarding the public performance of the sound recording. 121 The rates of compensation for the
two forms of compulsory licenses are to be determined by collective
accords between representatives of performers, record producers,
and users of the sound recordings. Failing their agreement, a special
commission comprising members of the public and private law judiciary as well as members of organizations representing the interested
parties will prescribe the rates. 122 The proceeds from the compulsory
licenses will be collected and distributed by performers' and producers' rights organizations. 123
As just set out, phono- and videogram producers' statutorily enumerated rights include the rights to prohibit public rentals. 124 In this
respect, producers enjoy a measure of control exceeding that conferred on performers or authors of the underlying works: neither the
1957 act nor the 1985 reform specify the right of authors or performers to prohibit the public lending of copies of their work. It
seems, then, that a shop offering rentals of phonograms or videograms would be required to secure the authorization of the producers, but not of the authors or performers of the works recorded. On
the other hand, while authors and performers of audiovisual works
may not forbid rentals of videograms, it appears that they are entitled to share in the remuneration the producer receives from public
rentals. The 1985 law not only brings exploitation by rental of videograms within the producer's exclusive control, it provides that producers must compensate authors and performers of audiovisual works
I I 9.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.

Id.,
Id.,
Id.,
Id.,
Id.,
See

art. 22, cl. 2.
art. 21, cl. 2; art. 26, cl. 2.
art. 22, els. 1, 2.
arts. 23, 24.
art. 25.
supra note 120.
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for each form of exploitation the producer makes. 1211 As a result, it
seems that authors of audiovisual works are more favorably situated
than authors of other kinds of copyrighted works, for the new copyright law contains no similar indirect remuneration to authors for
rentals of other kinds of works.
Finally, the 1985 law sets the duration of neighboring rights at 50
years, running, in the case of performers, from the first public communication of the performance, and in the case of producers, from
the date of production of the phonogram or videogram. 126 The law
also establishes limitations on the prerogatives of all beneficiaries of
neighboring rights, corresponding to the limitations on the rights of
authors set forth in article 41 of the 1957 law: neither authors nor
neighboring rights holders may prohibit free performances in a family circle; private copying for personal use (subject to the home taping royalty); fair use-type reproductions for purposes such as criticism, scholarship, or journalism. 127 In addition, performers may not
object to reproduction and communication of a performance incidental to an event constituting the principal subject of the reproduction
and communication. Thus, for example, a subway violinist may not
prohibit the recording and broadcast of his performance as part of a
television documentary on public transit. 128
Analysis of the 1985 law's specific dispositions-especially those establishing compulsory licenses for public performances of sound recordings, and presuming the audiovisual employee-performer's consent to the fixation, reproduction and public communication of his
performance-indicates that the legislation largely eliminates potential conflicts between performers and authors. In most cases, neighboring rights do not in fact comprehend the right to control the
modes of exploiting the performance, but entitle the performer to a
I 25. Law of July 3, I 985, art. 13, new art. 63-2; art. 26, cl. 2. It is unclear whether the
producer must pay the author a proportional share of the royalties received from public rentals, or whether a flat compensation will suffice. The terms of new article 63-2, regarding
modes of exploitation of audiovisual works subject to proportional compensation, do not explicitly cover rentals of videocassettes, but the article's reference to promotional discounts
granted by the producer to distributors of the audiovisual work arguably envisions the sale or
rental of physical copies of the work.
126. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 30.
127. Id., art. 29. Cf. Law of March 11, I 957, art. 41.
128. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 29. Cf. Italian Book Corp. v. ABC, 458 F. Supp. 65
(S.D.N.Y. 1978) (portion of copyrighted song performed at street festival incorporated in
television news segment covering the festival; held a fair use ). The 1985 law's incidental use
exception sets forth no explicit limitation as to the extent of the reproduction. Cf. Zacchini v.
Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 433 U.S. 562 (1977) (broadcast of performer's entire act
held a violation of performer's right of publicity).
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reasonable remuneration for each form of exploitation. 129 In theory,
the performer's right to prohibit the production and distribution of a
sound recording incorporating his performance could impede the
composer's exploitation of the underlying music; but in fact, the performer's contract with the record producer (who would in turn have
contracted with the composer or music publisher) would inevitably
include the necessary authorizations. The principal areas of potential
confrontation between authors and performers appear to be communication of a sound recording as part of a theatrical or similar entertainment, and nonsimultaneous or incomplete cable transmissions
of sound recordings. In these areas, the French courts may eventually
be called upon to construe and apply the 1985 law's declaration that
neighboring rights shall not be interpreted to impede the exercise of
copyright.
What does the new French performance right in phonograms hold
in store for U.S. copyright holders in sound recordings? The short
answer is "nothing." Article 28 of the 1985 act, previously discussed
in the context of home taping, 180 also limits the phonograms performance royalty to phonograms first fixed in France-unless an applicable treaty indicates otherwise. As in the case of home taping,
there is no applicable treaty. The Universal Copyright Convention
does not cover sound recordings, and the Geneva Phonograms Convention refers only to public distribution and importation of sound
129. With regard to employee-authors of audiovisual works, the 1985 law adopts the
same techniques of first presuming that the contract between the author and the producer
cedes to the producer the exclusive rights to exploit the work, and then of guaranteeing the
author separate remunerations for each mode of exploitation. See Law of July 3, 1985, art.
13.
Thus, in the context of audiovisual works, in contrast to the software provisions, current
French copyright law continues to reject a work for hire regime. To avoid the possibility that
a multiplicity of author-copyright holders might impede the employer's effective exploitation
of the work, U.S. copyright law deems the employer the "author" and initial copyright
owner; French copyright law, however, generally resolves the problem not by withdrawing
initial rights ownership from audiovisual authors, but by establishing a kind of compulsory
license from these authors (and performers) to the producer of the audiovisual work.
The difference in the two schemes resides primarily in the potential compensation to the
employees. Under the U.S. work for hire arrangement, the parties (often in reality, the producer) may determine the remuneration without legal constraint (with the result that a lump
sum may cover all exploitations). Under French law, the contract must stipulate distinct remunerations for each form of exploitation. In addition, under the 1985 French law, the employee-author is presumed to have transferred only rights of audiovisual exploitation; the author would therefore (absent express stipulation to the contrary) retain the right, for
example, to create ·a "novelization" of her screenplay. By contrast, under U.S. law, if the
screenplay is a work made for hire, the employer-producer holds all rights in the screenplay,
including the right to exploit the work in book form.
130. See supra text accompanying notes 83-93.
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recordings, not to their public performance. 131 The Rome Neighboring Rights Convention provides for a compulsory license royalty to
record producers for performance of sound recordings, and also confers on performers the right to prevent unauthorized public communications of their performances. 132 But neither France nor the U.S.
has ratified the Rome Convention. Thus, neither U.S. record producers, nor, for that matter, U.S. performing artists whose contributions have been fixed in a U .S.-produced sound recording, may benefit from the sound recordings performance royalty.
IV.

Miscellaneous Reforms

A. Duration of Copyright
The 1985 law extends the duration of copyright protection for musical compositions from the life of the author plus 50 years to the life
of the author plus 70 years (or, in the case of pseudonymous, collective, or posthumous works, from 50 years from publication to 70
years from publication). 133 The French legislature perceived that several other European nations accorded a longer term of protection to
musical compositions, with the result that in those countries French
compositions received from 20 to 50 years less protection than domestic works. 134
To what extent may U.S. composers and music publishers benefit
from the additional 20 years of protection in France? The answer
depends on when and by whom the musical work was created. For a
work that predates 1978, or one made for hire, or an anonymous or
pseudonymous work, the U.S. term is generally 7 5 years from publication. 1311 As to these works, the U.S. copyright holder would benefit
131. Geneva Phonograms Convention, supra note 86, art. 2.
132. Rome Neighboring Rights Convention, supra note 86, arts. 12, 7.
I 33. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 8.
134. See S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. 2 at 32; A.N. Rapp. No. 2682 at 9 (May 15, 1985).
French musical works would not be protected during the longer copyright term in force in,
for example, Spain or the Federal Republic of Germany, because these countries are members of the Berne Convention, whose article 7 .8 prohibits the signatory country in which
protection is claimed from applying its longer copyright term to a work which has fallen into
the public domain in its country of origin-unless there is specific legislation to the contrary
in the country where protection is claimed. See Cass. civ. Ire, Oct. 9, I 979, Jan. I 980 RIDA
151, note Fran{on (Franco-Spanish accord held to derogate from Berne art. 7, and therefore
to entitle work by Spanish composer to longer French term of copyright despite expiration of
copyright in Great Britain, the country of the work's first publication).
135. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 302(a) (anonymous, pseudonymous, and works made for hire created on or after Jan. I, 1978: 75 years from publication or 100 years from creation, whichever expires first); 304(a) (pre-1978 works in their first copyright term: if the work is subsequently renewed, it receives an additional 47 years of protection, amounting to a total of 75
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at least partially from the French 20-year extension of the copyright
term. The composition would, however, be in the public domain in
France 70 years from the death of the author (or from first publication), even though the copyright term might not yet have expired in
the U.S. 186
For works created on or after January 1, 1978 which are neither
works made for hire nor anonymous nor pseudonymous, the copyright endures in the U.S. for the life of the author plus 50 years. 137
Would the musical composition be protected in France for the remaining 20 years of the French term even though the work would be
in the public domain in its country of origin? The new French law
does not address this question. Nor is reference to the text of the
Universal Copyright Convention very illuminating. That treaty states
that a signatory country is not obliged to protect a work which has
fallen iato the public domain in its country of origin. 138 Thus, it appears that a signatory country may continue to protect the work.
Prior French caselaw construing this provision of the treaty, however, indicates that France will not continue to protect the work.
With regard to U.S. films whose domestic copyrights had expired,
the courts held that the U.S. claimant could not avail itself of the
longer period of French protection absent a provision in the internal
French copyright law explicitly granting protection to works which
have fallen into the public domain in their countries of origin. 139
There was no such provision in the 1957 law, and there is none in
the 1985 law; one may therefore surmise that U.S. composers and
music publishers would not qualify for 20 years of additional protection in France once protection has expired at home.
B. Copyrightable Subject Matter

In addition to including software within the illustrative list of
works protected by French copyright, the 1985 reform adds "graphic
years); 304(b) (pre-1978 works in renewal term: protection extended to endure for a term of
7 5 years from date copyright originally secured).
136. Article 2 of the Universal Copyright Convention mandates that a signatory country
accord a work from another signatory country the same protection as a domestic work would
receive, but does not require that the foreign work receive greater protection than would a
domestic work.
137. l 7 U.S.C. § 302(a) (1976).
138. Universal Copyright Convention, art. 4.
139. Paris, April 24, 1974, 1975 D.J. 67, concl. Cabannes, pourooi rejete, Cass. civ. Ire,
Dec. 15, 1975, Apr. I 976 RIDA 115, note Fran~on. This interpretation harmonizes article 4
of the Universal Copyright Convention with article 7.8 of the Berne Convention. See supra
note 134. See generally H. Desbois, A. Fran~on & A. Kerever, supra note 86, at 95-96.
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and typographic works. " 140 The Senat took the view that graphic artists, to the extent their works can be considered "original," deserve
the same protection as other visual artists; the upper chamber therefore added an amendment, which the Assemblee Nationale accepted,
protecting typography and layout. 141
Does the inclusion of layout and typeface design in the French
copyright law benefit U.S. graphic artists? A response depends on
whether one interprets the Universal Copyright Convention's national assimilation principle as applicable to all works shielded in the
'country where protection is claimed, even when the work at issue is
unprotected in the country of origin, or whether the work at issue
must also be protected in its country of origin. As previously observed, if through expiration of its copyright a work has ceased to be
protected in its country of origin, a signatory country is not obliged'
to extend to the foreign work the longer term of copyright protection afforded domestic works. 142 Does the same situation obtain when
the work has never been protected in its country of origin? One
could argue that it does not. While the Universal Copyright Convention includes a special disposition regarding duration of protection in
the country of origin, it sets forth no exception to the rule of national assimilation regarding the existence of protection in the country of origin. Some commentators have therefore concluded that the
work need not have been protected in its country of origin in order
to enjoy protection in a signatory country. 143
If a work from one signatory country is protected in another signatory country regardless of the presence or absence of protection in
140. Law of July 3, 1985, art. I, cl. 4.
141. See S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. 2 at 10-11; A.N. Rapp. No. 2682 at 7-8.
142. See supra text accompanying note 138.
143. See, e.g., M.-C. Dock,Jurisclasseur propriete litteraire et artistique fasc. 373, §§ 205-08
(1983); P. Mayer, Droit international prive 501-02 (2d ed. 1983). But see Trib. Corr. Paris,
March 9, 1982, Jan. 1983 RIDA 2 I 9 (applying treaty's national treatment rule, but also inquiring into whether videogame was a protected work under U.S. law). Cf. Berne Convention
for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (Paris revision 1971), art. 5.2 ("the enjoyment and exercise of rights are independent of the existence of protection in the country of
origin"). By contrast, the French courts, in the absence of an international copyright treaty,
have conditioned protection in France upon the recognition by the law of the country of the
work's first publication of some property right ("droit privatif') in the work. See, e.g., Civ.,
Dec. 22, 1959, 1960 D.J. 93, note Holleaux; cases cited in 2 H. Batiffol & P. Lagarde, Droit
international prive § 530 n. 7 (7th ed. 1983).
Finally, France will enforce a foreign national's moral rights in his work even if the country
of origin does not recognize moral rights. See, e.g., Paris, April 29, 1959, 1959 J.C.P.11 No.
11134 (upholding Charlie Chaplin's moral rights claim against unauthorized addition of musical sound track to silent film "The Kid," despite nonrecognition of moral rights in the U.S.,
the country of the film's first publication).
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the country of origin, U.S. graphic artists may be protected against
unauthorized reproductions of typeface design or layout in France.
If, however, the work at issue must first have been protected in its
country of origin, the picture becomes more complicated. U.S. copyright law does not currently cover typeface design. 144 U.S. typeface
designers, then, could not assert protection in France. The situation
with regard to layout is less clear. While no U.S. decision appears
explicitly to have endorsed the copyrightability of layout, several decisions have in fact upheld copyright infringement claims against unauthorized reproductions of the arrangement of graphic elements in
printed works. 1411 A U.S. graphic artist's action against unauthorized
copying of the design of, for example, a book, brochure, or catalogue, could be entertained by a French court if the court determined that the graphic artist could have brought a similar claim in
the U.S.
Finally, the 1985 reform also enhances the rights of photographers. The 1957 act had restricted copyright in photographs to
"photographic works of an artistic or documentary character." 146
While it was apparent that the 1957 legislature did not intend to protect any and all photographs, particularly snapshots, the statutory
limitation lacked incandescent clarity, and much litigation ensued
over whether a given photograph possessed the necessary qualities. m
The 1985 legislature determined to abandon the restriction, both for
practical reasons, and in recognition that the 1957 act's limitation, by
embroiling judges in determining the artistic or documentary worth
144. See, e.g., Eltra Corp. v. Ringer, 579 F.2d 294 (4th Cir. I 978); H.R. Rep. No. 941476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 55 (1976) (typeface design not a copyrightable pictorial, graphic
or sculptural work within meaning of bill which became the 1976 copyright act). See generally A. Latman, R.A. Gorman & J.C. Ginsburg, supra note 14, at 166-67.
145. See, e.g., Baldwin-Cooke Co. v. Keith Clark, Inc., 383 F. Supp. 650 (N.D. Ill.), affd
per curiam, 505 F.2d 1250 (7th Cir. 1974) (layout of "executive planner" memo book); Harcourt Brace & World, Inc. v. Graphic Controls Corp., 329 F. Supp. 517 (S.D.N.Y. 1971)
(arrangement of answer grid on computer-readable standardized test form); Pantone, Inc. v.
A.I. Friedman, Inc., 294 F. Supp. 545 (S.D.N.Y. 1965) (arrangement of color blocks in
printer's catalogue).
146. Law of March l l, 1957, art. 3.
147. See, e.g., Paris, June 5, 1973, 1973 Rev. Tr. Dr. Com. 800, obs. Desbois (refusing
protection on the ground that photograph lacked novelty), rev'd, Cass. civ. lre,Jan. 8, 1975,
July 1975 RIDA 177 (reversal for failure to inquire if conditions under which photograph
was taken did not render the photo "documentary"), on remand, Amiens, Nov. 8, I 976,
1978 Rev. Tr. Dr. Com. 572, obs. Desbois (denying protection on the ground of absence of
artistic or documentary character because the photo did not add to the viewer's knowledge of
the object portrayed). See generally H. Desbois, supra note 17, at para. 80-85; C. Colombet,
Propritte litteraire et artistique 7 4-77 (2d ed. 1980).
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of a photograph, clashed with the declaration in article 2 of the same
act that works of authorship are protected "whatever their merit." 148
CONCLUSION

The French law of July 3, 1985, effects important changes in the
scope of copyright .and neighboring rights protection accorded authors, performers, and producers of sound recordings. Among the
reforms and innovations reviewed in this commentary, many may enhance the economic return to copyright owners and creators of U.S.
works exploited in France. In addition, France's attempts to secure
the interests of performing artists and record producers while harmonizing these with the rights of authors, may provide stimulation to
Congress to address the issue of performance rights in sound
recordings.
Finally, the French solution to the home taping problem merits
particular Congressional attention. It should be clear, as the French
legislature has recognized, that home taping is a new form of exploitation of copyrighted works. 149 Indeed, it seems reasonable to anticipate that, with respect to audio and audiovisual works, the copyright holder's right of reproduction will lose much of its value unless
that right encompasses private copies. Legislative action in this country, however, has been neither swift nor fully responsive to the home
taping problem. The home taping royalty bills currently pending in
Congress address only audio taping, 160 and even these truncated proposals have provoked vigorous opposition. m
Nonetheless, the French home taping solutions offer several techniques warranting Congress' attention. For example, basing the royalty rate on blank tape, varying the royalty as a function of tape type
and time, appointing a commission to set revisable flat royalty rates,
and collecting the royalty directly from blank tape manufacturers and
importers, readily recommend themselves. The task of rate-setting
(and collection) could be delegated to the U.S. Copyright Royalty
Tribunal, which already adjusts, collects, and distributes compulsory
148. See A.N. Rapp. No. 2235 at 20-21 Qune 26, 1984); S. Rapp. No. 212, vol. 2 at 6-9.
149. See supra text accompanying note 58. See also Sony Corp. of America v. Universal
City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 497-98 (1984) (dissenting opinion) ("the development of the
VTR has created a new market for the works produced by Studios").
150. See H.R. 2911, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985); S. 1739, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985).
151. See, e.g., Audio Recording Rights Coalition, Taxing Blank Tape and Recorders:
Untimely, Unnecessary, and Unfair Quly 1985).
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license royalties for cable, jukebox, and certain public broadcasting
uses. 1 G2
Similarly, some aspects of the French royalty distribution scheme
could be adopted in this country. The French statute assigns the distribution task to authors', producers' and performers' rights societies. 1118 While U.S. antitrust laws inhibit the formation of all-purpose
royalty collection and enforcement societies equivalent to the French
associations, 1 11-t the existing statutory provisions for the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal's distribution of jukebox compulsory license royalties point the way toward assimilation of certain features of the
French distribution scheme. The U.S. copyright law permits jukebox
royalty claimants, "notwithstanding any provisions of the antitrust
laws," to "agree among themselves as to the proportionate division of
compulsory license fees among them," to file their claims jointly or as
a single claim, and to appoint a common agent to receive payment. 11111
A provision of this kind can effectively transfer much of the distribution task to the interested parties. Moreover, the provision implies
that the interested parties may jointly evaluate the frequency of the
home copying of each work subject to the compulsory license. Such a
jointly made (and jointly funded) evaluation would be the most efficient manner of calculating each individual beneficiary's entitlement;
for home taping, to an even greater extent than jukebox performances, poses the problem of estimating the number of uses for which
no actual records can realistically be compiled.
This brief review shows that many of the French home taping royalty provisions are "importable," and deserve serious consideration
by U.S. legislators. The number of European nations which have enacted some form of home taping royalty has now reached six, m and
is expected to grow. The U.S., whose production of audio and audio152. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 11 l(d), l 16(c), l 18(b), 801-10 (1976).
l 53. Law of July 3, 1985, art. 38.
154. In France, the SACEM, for example, is the· exclusive licensee of music performance
rights, and also negotiates reproduction rights through its affiliate, the SDEM. In the U.S.,
performing rights societies, such as ASCAP and BMI, are just that; they do not control reproduction rights, and, subsequent to a 1941 antitrust consent decree, they may not acquire
exclusive rights to license members' performance rights. On performing rights societies and
the antitrust laws, see generally A. Latman, R.A. Gorman & J.C. Ginsburg, supra note 14, at
426-29.
155. 17 U.S.C. § 116(c)(2) (1976). Cf. H.R. 2911, supra note 150, proposed
§ l 19(b)(5)(A), S. 1739, supra note 150, proposed§ l 19(b)(5)(A) (provisions for negotiations
of royalty distribution among interested parties).
156. In addition to France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, Hungary, Sweden
and Norway have also enacted measures regarding home taping. See generally UNESCO
Copyright Laws and Treaties of the World.
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visual works almost certainly exceeds the combined production of
these countries, should not continue to lag behind. One may hope
that the French example will encourage the much-needed enactment
of a home taping royalty in the U.S.
ADDENDUM 1117

The Federal Republic of Germany, on May 23, 1985, 1118 modified
the home taping provisions of their copyright law to include a royalty
on blank audio and video tapes, 1119 the amount to be based on the
recording time of each tape. 180 In addition, the royalty on recording
machines was changed to a flat fee on each machine, rather than a
percentage of the purchase price. 181

157. See supra notes 64-67 and accompanying text.
158. Germany, Federal Republic of, Law Amending Provisions in the Field of Copyright
of May 23, 1985, amending the Copyright Law of September 9, 1965; reprinted in Nov.
1985 Copyright (WIPO) 368.
159. Id., Art. I, ,r 7, amending Article 54 of the Copyright Law of Sep. 9, 1965; Nov.
1985 Copyright (WIPO) at 370.
160. Id., Annex to Article 54(4) of the Copyright Law, Schedule of Remuneration, Section I, els. 3, 4. Nov. 1985 Copyright (WIPO) at 374.
161. Id., els. I, 2.

